The general tensorial form of the orbit-orbit interaction operator in the formalism of second quantization is presented. Such an expression is needed to calculate both diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements with respect to configurations, in a uniform way. Some special cases are shown for which the orbit-orbit interaction operator reduces to simple form. The importance of different contributions to the Breit-Pauli hamiltonian is investigated in ground states and ionization potentials for Li isoelectronic sequency in the systematic way.
Introduction
For light atoms, there are two sorts of corrections to the non-relativistic energies and wave functions that frequently are omitted but may need to be included to improve the accuracy: the effect of the finite mass of the nucleus and relativistic effects [1, 2] . The lowest order corrections for the former, which is particularly important for the very light atoms, can be included through a redefinition of the Rydberg constant, R M = M M +m R ∞ , for converting from atomic units to cm −1 , and a mass-polarization correction given by the Hamiltonian
where M , m are the mass of the nucleus and the mass of the electron, respectively. Corrections for the relativistic effects can be obtained by replacing the non-relativistic Hamiltonian by the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian, H BP , which includes the low-order terms of the DiracCoulomb-Breit operator, namely terms of the order α 2 (α is the fine structure constant).
This approach is called as Hartree-Fock-Pauli (HFP) approximation.
The Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian is often expressed in terms of operators H i , i = 0, . . . , 5
introduced by Bethe and Salpeter [3] , but it is also constructive to separate the components according to their effect on the spectrum as suggested by Glass and Hibbert [4] , namely
where H N R is the ordinary non-relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian. The relativistic shift operator H RS commutes with L and S and can be written
where H M C is the mass correction term
The contact interactions describe the one-and two-body Darwin terms H D1 and H D2 .
They are:
δ (r i ) and
H SSC is the spin-spin contact term
and finally H OO is the orbit-orbit term
One-particle operators H M C and H D1 cause relativistic corrections to the total energy. Two-particle operators H D2 , H OO and H SSC define more precisely the energy of each term.
The H M C , H D1 , H D2 and H SSC operators are included into the calculation by adding some terms to the radial integrals from non-realitivistic Hamiltonian. The orbit-orbit operator needs separate calculations.
The fine-structure operator H F S describes interactions between the spin and orbital angular momenta of the electrons, and does not commute with L and S but only with the total angular momentum J = L + S. So they describe the term splitting (fine structure). The fine-structure operator consists of three terms
The most important of these is the spin-own orbit interaction H SO representing the interaction of the spin and angular magnetic momentums of an electron in the field of the nucleus.
The spin-other-orbit H SOO and spin-spin H SS contributions may be viewed as corrections to the nuclear spin-orbit interaction due to the presence of other electrons in the system. The two-body terms H SS and H SOO are complex leading to many radial integrals. The complexity of the two-body H OO operator however, exceeds those of H F S , increasing the computer time required to evaluate an interaction matrix. Thus, it has been customary to omit the orbit-orbit effect from energy spectrum calculations.
The first to treat the H OO operator in more detail were Dagys et al. [5, 6] , and Rudzikas et al. [7] . The expressions were obtained for the matrix elements of sp, sd, pp ′ and dd ′ configurations cases, and for the configurations with a single open shell. Later, the tensorial form of this operator and the matrix elements between different configurations were investigated by Beck [8] , Match and Kern [9] , Walker [10] , Saxena et al. [11] , Dankwort [12] , Anisimova and Semenov [13] , and Anisimova et al. [14] . Among them, Wybourne [15] had expressed the matrix elements of this operator inside one open shell through the eigenvalues of Casimir operator. The irreducible tensorial form of the orbit-orbit operator was farther examined and simplified by Kaniauskas and Rudzikas [16] .
The general method to calculate the matrix elements of any two-body energy operator between arbitrary configurations was proposed in Jucys and Savukynas [17] , Eissner et al.
[18] (the latter is incorporated into SUPERSTRUCTURE [18] ), Glass [19] , Glass and Hibbert [4] , and was investigated further by Badnell [20] . An interesting recurrent relationship for the matrix element of orbit-orbit operator between configurations with one open shell was obtained by Kičkin and Rudzikas [21] . Exhaustive tables of angular coefficients for this operator are presented in Jucys and Savukynas [17] . The matrix elements for configurations with f -shells were investigated by Saxena and Malli [22] .
Investigating the orbit-orbit interaction operator is made a lot easier after rewriting it in terms of the products of tensorial operators and then applying the method of Racah. So this paper aims to present the orbit-orbit operator in the style Gaigalas et al. [23, 24] and using the integral properties find some new simplifications for the operator as well. It enables us for evaluation of matrix elements of orbit-orbit interaction operator i) to use full Racah algebra, namely allows to calculate both diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements with respect to configurations, in a uniform way; use the unit tensors in three spaces (orbit, spin, and quasispin), ii) to take into account new simplifications in general way.
Orbit-orbit interaction
The tensorial form of orbit-orbit operator (7) in general case is [23] :
where
The ǫ(x) in (11) is a Heaviside step-function,
Here in equations (9) - (13) we imply that a tensorial structure indexed by (
at H oo1 , H oo2 , H oo3 and H oo4 has rank k 1 for electron 1, rank k 2 for electron 2, and a resulting rank k in the l space, and corresponding ranks σ 1 σ 2 σ in the s space. So four terms of orbit-orbit operator have the same tensorial structure (kk0 000), summed over k in H oo expression (9) . It means that orbit-orbit operator is scalar in s space.
The general expression for any two-particle operator proposed by Gaigalas et al. [24] is sutable for evaluation of diagonal and non-diagonal matrix elements in uniform way. It allows one to make the most of the advantages of Racah algebra (see Racah [25, 26, 27, 28] ).
So further we will investigate the orbit-orbit interaction in the framework of this formalism.
This expression has tensorial form:
where (i, j|g|i ′ , j ′ ) is the two-electron matrix element of operator
The summation in the (15) runs over the principle and the orbital quantum numbers of open shells. The first term represents the case of a two-particle operator acting upon the same shell n α λ α , the second term corresponds to operator
acts upon three shells the third term in (15) must be considered and when it acts upon four -the fourth one. We define in this expression the shells n α λ α , n β λ β , n γ λ γ , n δ λ δ to be different. In general case the number of combinations of iji ′ j ′ (distributions) in (15) is infinite. In the work by Gaigalas et al. [24] an optimal number of distributions is chosen, which is enough for investigation of two-particle operator in general.
The tensorial part of a two-particle operator in (15) is expressed in terms of operators of the type
They denote tensorial products of those creation/annihilation operators that act upon a particular electron shell, λ ≡ ls, and u is the overall number of shells acted upon by a given tensorial product of creation/annihilation operators. Parameter Ξ implies the whole array of parameters (and sometimes an internal summation over some of these is implied, as well) that connect Θ with tensorial products of creation/annihilation operators in the expression (15)(see [24] ). These Θ (Ξ) are all proportional to the submatrix element of a two-particle operator g,
So to obtain the general expression of orbit-orbit operator, analogous to (15), the twoelectron submatrix elements (16) must be defined. In the following section we present these explicit expressions for this operator.
Submatrix elements for the orbit-orbit operator
The sum of submatrix elements of three terms H (kk0,000) oo1
, H (kk0,000) oo2
and H (kk0,000) oo4 is equal
to (see Badnell [20] ):
where we have used the conventional shorthand notation [k, ...] ≡ (2k + 1) · ... and where
The radial integrals are defined as
have the following symmetry properties [12] :
As is seen from the above expressions, the symmetry of the T k and U k integrals is much more restricted as compared to the N k integral. There are some useful relations between these type of integrals, namely [12] :
We will use these relations in section 4 for getting the simplified expressions for submatrix elements of orbit-orbit operator.
As is seen from the expressions (17) and (18) have the same angular dependence as the electrostatic (Coulomb) electron interaction operator H Coulomb . So it is most convenient to evaluate these three terms simultaneously with the electrostatic electron interaction operator [18] which itself contains the same tensorial structure
and its submatrix element is 
It is more convenient the remaining term H (kk0,00) oo3
to calculate separately. Its matrix element is
The use of the approach presented in [24] presumes that both the tensorial structure of the operator under consideration and the submatrix elements
are known. The formulae (17) or (30) and (31) are the expressions we need. We may readily obtain the value of a matrix element of this operator for any number of open shells in bra and ket functions, by choosing tensorial structure from (9), using their submatrix elements in an expression of the type (15), defining bra and ket functions, and performing spin-angular integrations according to [24] .
Some simplification for submatrix elements
In this section we will discuss some special cases of distributions iji ′ j ′ from Gaigalas et al. [24] for the orbit-orbit interaction operator.
Let us at first consider the distribution iji ′ j ′ = αβαβ. Using the (18) we express the
Let us start to evaluate the expression (33). We can rewrite the T k+1 (n α l α n β l β , n α l α n β l β ) using the (25) as
With the help of equation (26) we are rewriting the U k+1 (n β l β n α l α , n β l β n α l α ) as
So inserting equations (35) and (36) in the (33) we have:
After similar rearrangements of the expression (34) we have:
So finally
It means that for distributions iji ′ j ′ = αβαβ we do not need to calculate matrix elements of the terms H (kk0,000) oo1
and H (kk0,000) oo4 at all. In a similar way it is possible to prove that terms, too.
In these cases the orbit-orbit interaction operator contains the term H (kk0,000) oo3
only. The matrix element of this term has the radial integral of only one type, i.e.
It is very well known in the literature [17] that the matrix elements of the orbit-orbit operator H OO , (ns 2 1 S||H OO ||ns 2 1 S) and (ns n ′ s 1 S||H OO ||ns n ′ s 1 S), are zeroes. It is possible to generalize these statements using the results of present paper. We see that for direct part of any diagonal matrix elements or the off-diagonal matrix of the type . For calculation of matrix elements of these distributions we need to find the values of
(see (18) and (31)).
The effect of the orbit-orbit interaction on ground states in light atoms
Taking into account the relativistic corrections in the Breit-Pauli approximation in the configuration interaction method (CI), it is important to know the matrix elements of operators considered. As was shown in the Section 4 the matrix elements of the orbit-orbit operator H OO , (ns 2 1 S||H OO ||ns 2 1 S) and (ns n ′ s 1 S||H OO ||ns n ′ s 1 S), are zeroes. Therefore, in this approximation for the configuration 1s 2 1 S the corrections due to orbit-orbit operator appear through the diagonal matrix elements of the types (np 2 1 S||H OO ||np 2 1 S),
(nd 2 1 S||H OO ||nd 2 1 S), etc., and through the off-diagonal matrix elements. In investigating the level 1s 2 ns 2 S, the matrix elements (ns 2 n ′ s 2 S||H OO ||ns 2 n ′ s 2 S), of the orbit-orbit operator are equal to zero, too. So the orbit-orbit operator corrections appear through the remaining matrix elements where the resulting terms of bra and ket functions coincide.
Therefore it is plausible that these corrections are unimportant to the absolute values of the level 1s 2 1 S. Of course, one has to investigate into their exact contribution, as compared to other relativistic corrections, in aiming at high accuracy of the results.
The MCHF method with Breit-Pauli and mass-polarization corrections
The computational method for including nuclear and relativistic effects has been described in detail elsewhere [2] . Briefly, the wave function Ψ(γLS) for an atomic state labelled by the configuration γ, and term LS is approximated by a linear combination of configuration state functions (CSFs),
Each Φ(γ i LS) is constructed from one-electron spin-orbitals for the configuration γ i and is of the same LS symmetry as the atomic state function. In the MCHF method, the radial functions used to construct the CSFs and the expansion coefficients c i are determined variationally so as to leave the non-relativistic energy stationary with respect to variations in the radial functions and the expansion coefficients [2] . Once radial functions have been determined, they may be used as a basis for a wave function expansion including additional effects. In particular, when relativistic corrections are included,
where Φ(γLSJ) is a CSF in which the total angular momentum L and the total spin S have been coupled to a resultant J. The expansion coefficients are obtained from a configuration interaction calculation, where the interaction matrix is evaluated with respect to the BreitPauli Hamiltonian, or some subset of operators. New, efficient programs based on the combination of second quantization in coupled tensorial form, and a generalized graphical technique [24] were used for evaluating the Breit-Pauli operators. The expressions for orbit-orbit interaction operator are taken from present work.
Ground states and ionization potentials for Li-like atoms and ions
The ground states of Li isoelectronic sequency was found using method described above. The calculations reported here are strictly ab initio: no l-extrapolation or basis extrapolation has been applied. The configuration states included in the expansions of different terms were obtained by including all possible CSFs of a given LS symmetry that could be constructed [30] -0.0002240 from orbitals with n < 10, l < 7. The largest expansion for this rule-based scheme was for 1s 2 2s 2 S, where the interaction matrix size was 7 496.
In Table 1 , we compare contributions to the Breit-Pauli energies (without the masspolarization correction) of 1s 2 2s 2 S and 1s 2 1 S with those reported by Chung [29] . We see that the non-relativistic energies are in close agreement though, the present results, without any extrapolations are slightly lower than those of Chung. The non-relativistic ionization potential (IP) is in close agreement. The relativistic shift effect is in surprisingly large disagreement for B III -F VII though, again, the contribution to IP agrees more closely.
Finally, the much smaller orbit-orbit effect is in good agreement, with the difference again, agreeing to more decimal places than the individual energies. Some differences are expected since, in the present work, effects are included in the interaction matrix, prior to matrix diagonalization whereas in the full-core plus correlation method employed by Chung, these result are computed as a small perturbative correction from the non-relativistic wave function. However, in the present methodology, there also may be basis effects, in that the orbitals used in the expansion are optimized for the non-relativistic Hamiltonian and are incomplete with respect to the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian. This is particularly true for the relativistic shift without orbit-orbit interaction where the one-electron Darwin term depends only on the value of the s-orbitals at the nucleus. The effect of orbit-orbit interaction on the energies is small, and the contribution to the ionization potential is in good agreement between the two theories. Finally, to gain some perspective on the magnitude of corrections, we include the QED correction of −0.0001344 au. to the ionization potential of O VI as reported by Chung [30] . However, it should be noted that the orbit-orbit correction to the 2p ionization potential is -0.0003328 au. [31] so the relative importance depends on the state. For a correct spectrum, it appears that both should be included, at least for the lower levels.
In Table 2 and Table 3 , we report the contributions to the Breit-Pauli ground energies of F VII and F VIII and ionization potential using seven different expansions (first column of Table 2 and Table 3 ). The notation nl ≤ 3d, for example, means that the expansion was obtained by including all possible CSFs of a given LS symmetry that could be constructed from orbitals with n ≤ 3, l ≤ 2. It contains 27 configurations for 1s 2 2s 2 S and 10 configurations for 1s 2 1 S (see Table 3 ).
The Table 2 indicates that in case the CSF number is being increased, non-relativistic energy E nr lowers. The energy is also being lowered by E RS−oo and E oo corrections. Their absolute values increase insignificantly at the increase of CSF number. Having compared those results with Chung results, we notice that the values of E RS−oo and E oo indicated in the article tally best with the values of Chung, when CSF are generated from orbital nl ≤ 3d Table 3 ), too.
Conclusions
The general irreducible tensorial form of the orbit-orbit interaction operator in the formalism of second quantization is presented (expressions (15), (17) (31) , for some special distributions of electrons in the configuration. As we see from the paper the formalism for evaluation of matrix elements developed by Gaigalas et al. , turinčiu ta pačia tenzorinȩ struktūra, tačiau skirtingas radialiasias dalis. Autorius surado tokius atvejus, kai darbe nagrinėjamas orbit-orbit saveikos operatorius išsireiškia per viena nari H (kk0,000) oo3 t.y.
igyjažymiai paprastesnȩ išraiška nei buvožinoma ikišiol. Straipsnyje pasiūlytas būdas, kaipšias naujas išraiškas būtu galima naudoti bendrai, t.y. nepriklausomai nuo to tarp kokiu konfigūraciju ieškomišio operatoriaus matriciniai elementai. Tai leidžia: i) tiek diagonalius tiek nediagonalius (konfigūraciju atžvilgiu) matricinius elementus nagrinėti vieningai, ii) efektyviau algoritmizuoti orbit-orbit saveikos operatoriaus matriciniu elementu skaičiavima, iii) atlikti radialiuju integralu tikslumo ivertinima.
Remiantis straipsnyje pasiūlyto metodo pagrindu atlikti teoriniai Li izoelektroninės sekos pagrindinės būsenos ir ionizacijos potencialo skaičiavimai.Šiuo pasirinktu atveju, atsiranda nemažas skaičius tokiu matriciniu elementu, kuriuos nagrinėjant naudojamos supaprastintos orbit-orbit operatoriaus išraiškos. Darbe gauti teoriniai rezultatai sutapo su teoriniais kitu autoriu rezultatais. Tai itikinamai parodo, jog darbe gautos supaprastintos išraiškos bei pasiūlyta metodika (kaip jas efektyviai išnaudoti) yra teisinga.
Nagrinėjant sudėtingesnius atomus bei jonus, orbit-orbit operatorius ne visada turi supaprastinta pavidala. Tuo atvejuši operatoriu tikslinga nagrinėti kompleksiškai t.y. kur imanoma naudotis supaprastintoms, kur ne bendrosiomis išraiškomis.Ši problema taip pat straipsnyje išsprȩsta.
